
FREESKIER MAGAZINETREND BOOK

Launched at the 2014 SIA Snow Show, the 
premier issue of the TREND BOOK gained 
thunderous  applause for its unrivaled 
coverage of the brands, products, people 
and trends driving the sport today. Anchored 
by FREESKIER’s massive audience and survey 
capabilities, the TREND BOOK compiles survey 

results from more than 10,000 unique 
respondents. The result is an incredibly 
accurate snapshot of which brands and 
products are most coveted by skier under the 
age of 34 – which represent almost 2/3 of all 
ski participants today.

The FREESKIER TREND BOOK has become the 
new benchmark by which snow sports trade 
magazines are measured. And the 2015 
edition looks to raise the bar even higher 
– with more pages, stories, product and 
analysis of the hottest brands in skiing today. 

Welcome to the ski industry’s newest and most cutting-edge trade magazine – the FREESKIER TREND BOOK. 



FREESKIER MAGAZINE

TREND BOOK
WHO & WHAT

MARKET
FROM 2010/11 TO 2012/13, SKIERS WHO IDENTIFIED THEMSELVES AS:

AUDIENCE
Freeskiing has become the largest and most influential segment of the 
skiing market. Today, skiers under the age of 34 represent almost 2/3 
of all ski participants. Given the size and influential power of these 
skiers, companies can’t afford to overlook them, or worse yet, insult 
them. These consumers have a BS alarm that triggers instantly if 
something feels disingenuous. The FREESKIER TREND BOOK is here to 
help ensure that your company knows what’s hot, and what’s not, for 
2015 and beyond.  
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SIA SNOW SHOW ATTENDEES REPRESENT:
   80% of the retail buying power* in the snow sports industry
   96% of the supplier market share (ski, snowboard, apparel, AT/tele/backcountry)
   1,000 snow sports brands presenting their collections
   850 media/press in attendance 

(Sources: SIA Snow Show Fact Sheet; *Buying Power index measured by Leisure Trends Group)     

(Sources: SIA Snow Sports RetailTRAK™ Data; SIA/Physical Activity Council 2013 Snow Sports Participant Study)

ALMOST 2/3 OF ALL SKI PARTICIPANTS 
ARE AGES 34 & UNDER    

TWIN-TIP REPRESENTED 31.45% 
OF ALPINE SKI SALES IN 2012/13   

TWIN-TIP SALES IN 2012/13, 
UP 56% FROM 2009/10   

INCREASED A WHOPPING 47% 
(FROM 3.6M TO 5.4M)  

  
 

DECLINED BY 28% (FROM 
11.5M TO 8.2M) 

 DECLINED BY 10% (FROM 
8.2M TO 7.4M) 

+56%
+31%

+60%

FREESKIERS ALPINE SKIERS SNOWBOARDERS

TWIN-TIP SKIS

+47%
-28% -10%

 

SIA SNOW SHOW ATTENDEES REPRESENT:
 80% of retail buying power* in the snow sports industry
 96% of supplier market share (ski, snowboard, apparel, backcountry)
 1,000 snow sports brands presenting their collections
 850 media/press in attendance 

(Sources: SIA Snow Show Fact Sheet; *Buying Power index measured by Leisure Trends Group)     

RANKINGS COMPRISED OF SURVEY 
RESULTS FROM 10,000+ UNIQUE 
RESPONDENTS



FREESKIER MAGAZINE

TREND BOOK
HOW

EDITORIAL
The TREND BOOK is produced by the editorial staff at FREESKIER, ensuring 
that the coverage is the most genuine and cutting edge in the space.

Articles include reviews of the hottest up-and-coming products; in-
depth analysis of the season’s best advertising campaigns; surveys 
showcasing the leading brands and trends in the space; and how-to 
stories to help retailers hedge their bets on which products to buy, and 
how to sell them on the retail floor.     

Features
• Consumer Buying Habits
• Most Popular Brands (voted by 10,000+ respondents)
• Best Advertising Campaigns (voted by 10,000+ respondents)
• Cutting Edge Technologies and Products
• Industry Influencers
• State of Snow Sports
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FREESKIER TREND BOOK... SNOWBOARDING

In the ’80s and early ’90s, 
snowboarding’s driving force was 
a core group of disciples who all 
knew each other or instantly bonded 
over the sight of a board on a 
shop rack. But bans on boards 
at most resorts didn’t allow much 
room for the sport to flourish—until 
a perfect storm of popularity, 
product innovation, mainstream 
acceptance and resort access 
struck, leading to a deluge of 
demand virtually overnight. 

Both freeskiing and snowboarding are firmly 
rooted in a love of the mountains. While 
love often makes you do stupid things, it also 
forces you to set everything else aside and 
fight for it.

“Snowboarding in the ’90s was fueled by a 
renegade, nonconformist, anti-establishment 
and anti-skier hierarchy,” explains Edward 
“Duke” Edukas, co-owner of Costa Mesa’s 
Surfside Sports, the largest independently owned 
snowboard retailer in Southern California. 

Edukas, whose shop opened its doors in 
1975, believes that freeskiing has taken off 
for similar reasons, but unlike snowboarding, 
it isn’t defining itself through hatred of other 
disciplines of snow sliders and has opened its 
arms to converts.

“The big difference now is the kids don’t care 
what you do,” adds Marty Carrigan, who has 
been in the business since the late ’80s, helping 
run brands like Morrow and Palmer Snowboards 
before going on to found Global Sales Guys, 
which distributes snowboards and skis, including 

the Icelantic and APO brands. “They all hang 
out—and do both. It’s not ‘us against them.’”

Carrigan sees the real opportunity in the 
freeskiing market not in focusing on a specific, 
narrow niche, as snowboarding did in the 
’90s, but in targeting youth in general. 
“Snowboarding didn’t evolve,” explains 
Carrigan. “It held on to being too exclusive. 
There’s always room for specialists, and 
there should be, but now the smart guys are 
embracing youth in general and not further 
limiting the size of their market by being too 
cool for specific segments.”

While inclusiveness is vital for brands, it’s 
an even bigger component of a successful 
retailer’s business. One of the biggest downfalls 
of snowboard shops was employees giving 
off the same negative vibe they conveyed to 
skiers, to everyone who walked through their 
doors who wasn’t a “core” rider. There are a 
ton of reasons that the number of independent 
snowboard shops has dwindled, but a lack of 
customer service and a welcoming attitude to 
new customers is one of the biggest.

The  
Go-GonE 

’90s

“By the mid-’90s snowboarding was 
hot,” says Pete Saari, co-founder 
of Mervin Manufacturing, one of 
snowboarding’s pioneer companies. 
“Rumors of [snowboarding] being 
an Olympic sport were growing. 
More and more magazines 
were popping up. The Japanese 
snowboard market was absolutely 
on fire. Snowboarding had become 

fashion in Japan—people were 
buying two or three snowboards 
and putting them on their car tops 
and in their rooms as fashion 
accessories. An unbelievable and 
unsustainable amount of boards were 
heading to Japan.”

Whenever fortunes are soaring, human 
nature leads us to believe it will never 

end, and most people go all in. In 
1996, Ride Snowboards went public 
on the Nasdaq, its stock shot through 
the roof and Morrow Snowboards 
quickly followed suit. Everyone with 
money to invest wanted a piece of 
the action, and the industry ballooned 
from about 20 brands to over 500 in 
just a few years.

And then catastrophe struck. Those 
Japanese kids moved on to the 
next fad; huge conglomerates 
like Jarden and VF Corp scooped 
up many of snowboarding’s 
brands; and licensing companies 
consolidated others, turning them 
into commodities; leaving the market 
awash in excess product being sold 
at a fraction of its value. 

“The collapse was simply the natural 
effect of boom and bust that comes 
when supply for the product and 
culture are excessive,” says another 
of snowboarding’s founding fathers, 
mastermind of Bonfire Snowboarding 
and current VP of digital apparel and 
gear at Amer Sports, Brad Steward. 
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FREESKIER TREND BOOK

“The result was stunning, and it supported what 
we are seeing in the participant study—that 
‘freedom’ is becoming key to our consumers in 
their snow sports experience,” explains Davis. 
“We think this is about a changing mindset in 
skiing. Gen Y and Gen Z are not as interested 
in the perfect turn or in perfect form. They just 
want to feel the freedom, to have fun being on the 
slopes outdoors.”

This mentality is what is fueling the evolution of 
gear right now. Skiers want to rip down the hill 
forward and backward, buttering and smearing 
turns in any way possible and as long as the 
industry keeps investing in what the people want, 
popularity will continue to grow and retailers and 
manufacturers will reap the benefits.  

Over the last three seasons, total ski sales climbed 
just 5 percent. During that same time, sales of twin-
tip skis soared more than 26 percent, accounting 
for nearly 35 percent of all ski sales last season.

Fact is, freeskiing is creating a new demographic 
in the sport and new shops and brands are 
popping up to cater to this group, who sees the 
sport and the mountain from a new perspective. 
“Sales are going really well. It feels like we don’t 
really compete with anyone right now,” says Chris 

Krance, co-owner of Slope Style, a freeski-only 
shop in the heart of Breckenridge, CO. “Shops 
that focus on a niche, like us, are the ones that are 
going to be around for a long time by evolving 
and staying ahead of the trends.”

What’s driving the excitement at shops like Slope 
Style is the emergence of new brands that have fresh 
ideas, new energy, and the ability to execute on 
them at lightning speed. These up-and-comers, and 
the innovations they’re spawning, from marketing to 
product technologies, are the risks the sport needs 
to be taking.

This presents huge opportunities for shops that are 
willing to take a chance on new brands, are able 
to pick the brands with real staying power and 
who partner with these companies early.

In a difficult economy, it’s easy to take the safe 
road and focus on things that have worked in the 
past, but as every successful retailer will tell you, 
that’s not playing it safe, that’s being lazy, and 
even worse, running scared. You need to take 
risks, educated risks; on new brands that you feel 
will stand the test of time.

FrEEskiinG
FrEnzy

        SaleS TrendS and demographicS From an exploding SecTor
DiFFErEnTiATE 
Or DiE
The industry is changing fast. And the 
change we’re seeing on the hills is just 
a beginning. 

To stay ahead of the game, you need to 
be a part of the game and help shape it 
in your community. You need to have your 
finger on the community’s pulse, the skiers’ 
pulses, and you need to build yourself as 
the hub of the conversation and crew.

“In a market where the number of brand 
voices is increasing rapidly, my advice 
to any small company is to know who 
you are, what you do differently, and 
why,” says Arbor Snowboards Founder 
Bob Carlson. “Stick to your independent 
perspective at all costs. It won’t always be 
easy as trends ebb and flow, but it will 
increase your brand’s value in the market 
as the noise level goes to white.”

Every shop and brand must strive to find its 
own niche, to chart its own path to success, 
but like the open-minded, free approach 
to the mountain that’s driving freeskiing’s 
growth, the options are wide open. The 
one constant is the starting point—an 
understanding of the market and how you’re 
going to leave your mark on it.

With that in mind, we sat down with SIA’s 
Kelly Davis for an in-depth look at the 
trends driving the freeskiing industry to 
help position you, the retailer, for success 
this season and well beyond.
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FREESKIER TREND BOOK... SURVEY
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This is a snapshot of who is 
delivering the whole package 
in exchange for consumer 
loyalty. Some of the categories 
are close while others have dominant 
leaders. Smaller companies who are 
competing on what can feel like an uneven 
playing field will need to count on sharp 
marketing tactics and key relationship building if 
they hope to close the gaps.  
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FREESKIER TREND BOOK... SPOTLIGHT

Atomic’s Hawx boot line received an up-
grade this year with the addition of 3M 
Thinsulate insulation that surrounds the en-
tire foot to keep it warm in any conditions. 
The Hawx 2.0 120 will accommodate a 
medium volume foot with Memory Fit heat 
molding that provides a personalized touch 
to the shell, cuff and liner. 

Fischer, well known for its Vacuum boot fit-
ting technology, a customizable shell and 
liner molding process, has taken those same 
processes and applied them to a fully adapt-
able touring boot, the Vacuum Tour. The com-
pany claims a 60 degree range of fore and 
aft ankle motion for mobility while touring, 
and semi-overlap construction (a blend of the 
three-piece and overlap designs) for better 
downhill performance. 

Salomon’s Ghost FS 90 maxes out the com-
fort along with the performance. The Salomon 
Cushioning System features a dual density 
foam material in the footboard, as well as an 
extra padded spoiler to keep calves snug. The 
oversized pivot points are designed to meet 
the needs of today’s wider skis, providing 
more direct energy transmission going from 
edge to edge. 

GEAR SPOTLIGHT_V3.indd   41 1/16/14   2:48 PM
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FREESKIER TREND BOOK... SURVEY

Who/WhAt influEncEs you to PurchAsE ski GEAr?*

1. SKI MEDIA GEAr rEvIEwS: 67%

2. BrAnD LoyALty: 52%

3. FrIEnDS (worD oF Mouth): 51%

4. ProFESSIonAL AthLEtES: 41%

5. SKI MEDIA ADS/EDItorIAL (onLInE AnD/or PrInt): 30% 

6. ShoP EMPLoyEES: 26%

no, I wISh: 12%

no, But My onE PAIr SErvE ME wELL In vArIABLE conDItIonS: 10%

yES, I hAvE A nArrow PAIr AnD A FAt PAIr: 28%

yES, I hAvE two AnD Both ArE on thE nArrowEr SIDE: 1%

yES, I hAvE two AnD Both ArE on thE FAttEr SIDE: 13%

I own (AnD uSE) MorE thAn two PAIrS oF SKIS: 36%

hoW much, on AvErAGE, do you sPEnd on ski GEAr EvEry yEAr?

in thE PAst 12 months, Which of thE folloWinG hAvE you 
rEcommEndEd or AdvisEd othErs on thE PurchAsE of?

skis

84% 
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61%
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51%
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33%
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17%
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cooL vIBE (Bro!): 45%

Low PrIcES: 55%
vASt SELEctIon oF BrAnDS: 41%

SPEcIFIc BrAnDS: 43%
E-coMMErcE: 6%

GEoGrAPhIc LocAtIon: 21%

WhAt do you look for in A ski shoP?* 

do you currEntly oWn (And ActivEly usE) morE thAn onE PAir of skis?
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FREESKIER TREND BOOK... RATED
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K2 
(5,519 points) 1,442 VotEs

KEystonE
(4,444 points) 1,231 VotEs

FAction 
(6,153 points) 1,550 VotEs

This K2 ad is likely the most talked about print advertisement 
of 2013/14. To have DJ Mullet lying provocatively in a tight, 
green spandex suit, whilst wearing K2’s new boot, complete 
with a stab at the Lange ads of yore via the short caption, it’s 
an all around win. The fact that this ad was presented as a 
fold-out certainly didn’t hurt, either. When you go to buy new 
boots this year, DJ Mullet and that bright, green Pinnacle 130 
will inevitably be seared into your memory.

Who doesn’t love a good infographic? Keystone Resort 
capitalizes on this “play with the page” idea in its A51 Terrain 
Park ad. Throw in some rad action, coupled with a showcasing 
of the perfectly groomed goods, and this advertisement is sure 
to resonate.

Faction draws upon the influence of the legendary Candide 
Thovex in its ad for the Candide Superlight Series. In this case, 
Faction relies heavily upon the athlete’s sheer cool-factor. In 
promoting Candide’s honest, simple message, they bring into 
play a certain relatability factor. The product shot? Tiny. The 
action? Downplayed. People envisioning Candide’s idea of 
using the mountain as a canvas? Bingo.

5 - F#ck yeah! 48% 
4 - I’m dIggIn’ It 21% 
3 - Pretty good 12% 

1 - “meh” 12% 
2 - could be better 7%

4 - I’m dIggIn’ It 33%
5 - F#ck yeah! 28% 

3 - Pretty good 21% 
2 - could be better 10% 

1 - “meh” 8% 

5 - F#ck yeah! 48%
4 - I’m dIggIn’ It 25% 
3 - Pretty good 13% 

2 - could be better 8% 
1 - “meh” 6% 

#4

#2 #3

AD CAMPAIGNS_V5.indd   59 1/16/14   4:05 PM
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WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM...

LEssons from 
thE othEr sidE
WhAt thE ski industry CAn LEArn from thE snoWboArdinG bubbLE

In the 1990s, snowboarding went from a small, 
punk rock sport, with a core group of frothing 
riders and a few brands outfitting clandestine 
shred missions, to a mainstream poster child of 
“extreme” and a Wall Street darling. This led to 
an avalanche of investment that saw the industry 

explode in the span of just a few seasons. But as 
quickly as the market boomed, a bust overtook it, 
leaving the trail of snowboarding’s history littered 
with the headstones of hundreds of once thriving 
brands and retailers.

The tide lifting the swell of freeskiing right 
now is a bit of a cut and paste scenario 
of what snowboarding went through a 
generation ago. From terrain parks to 
equipment technology and urban riding, 
freeskiing has taken numerous cues from 

its side-sliding brethren’s playbook. And 
as freeskiing’s popularity and market share 
explode, it’s time to take some notes from 
snowboarding’s past on what not to do.
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FrEEskiinG
FrEnzy

        SaleS TrendS and demographicS From an exploding SecTor

In a sport whose legacy stretches 
back millennia in the Nordic 
countries, Himalayas and Siberia, 
it’s hard to overhaul tradition. But 
after bursting onto the scene in the 
late ’90s, freeskiing is reshaping 
the entire snow sports industry as 
a new generation redefines the 
looks, trends and tech on slopes 
across the globe. 

Freeskiing was born out of a 
perfect storm that included athletes’ 
frustration with the International Ski 
Federation (FIS) and its strict rules, 
the rapid technological evolution of 
gear and the influence of snowboard 
culture. Enthusiastic mogul skiers like 
JF Cusson and JP Auclair, tired of 
having their creativity stifled by the 
FIS, wanted to get out from under 
its umbrella and be free to do what 
they wanted.     

Innovation that began in the mid-
’80s with Olin’s Albert ski, the 
first shaped ski, started a domino 
effect in progressive technology 
and, borrowing heavily from 
snowboarding’s gear and on-
mountain style, the movement 
rocketed forward as Mike Douglas 
convinced Salomon to craft the first 
twin-tip ski. Volant countered with 
the release of Shane McConkey-
inspired reverse camber boards, 
which led to an onslaught of 
new tip and tail camber profiles, 
progressive sidecuts and a bevy of 
other new technologies, motivating 
customers to purchase a new pair 
of sticks seasonally. Not to mention 
build quivers to meet snow, style and 
terrain conditions.

“FrEE,” OUr FAVOriTE 
FOUr-LETTEr WOrD
While some chalk it up to semantics and simply part of 
the evolution of the sport, freeskiing is changing how 
skiers approach the mountain, where they ride, how they 
identify themselves and how they shop. In the last year 
alone, SnowSports Industries America (SIA) saw a huge 
increase in self-identified “freeskiers,” and SIA expects 
that trend to continue.

“The most interesting thing about snow sports participation 
this year was a 46 percent increase in the number of 
participants who identified themselves as ‘freeskiers’ and a 
19 percent drop in the number of skiers claiming ‘alpine,’” 
says SIA Director of Research Kelly Davis, whose survey 
included more than 40,000 US households.

Davis and her team were astounded by this massive 
shift, and SIA decided to delve deeper into its causes, 
conducting a follow-up survey of more than 6,000 snow 
sports participants, asking them what they like about 
skiing and riding.

To illustrate the widely varying words and phrases in the 
responses, they used a word cloud, with the most popular 
responses appearing larger and closer to the cloud’s 
center. The biggest surprise? The word “freedom,” a term 
SIA had never seen before in its participation analysis.
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When it comes to brand 
selection, options are not 

slim and companies need to 
work harder than ever to earn 

the loyalty of consumers. Today’s 
informed buyer demands not only 

the best in quality but also wants to feel 
engaged. The world of social media has 

made brands approachable and those who 
speak back are rewarded in kind.  
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GEAR...

Our industry is much like the beer industry. We have 
large, respected cOmpanies With lOyal fOllOWings as 
Well as neW brands pOpping up every year, keeping the 
fOrmer On their tOes and pushing the envelOpe With 
innOvative neW styles, methOds and technOlOgies. every 
seasOn, these cOmpanies breW up a plethOra Of neW tOys 
fOr us tO gaWk at, test Out and Write abOut. the gear 
On the fOllOWing pages is a taster Of What yOu’ll see 
cOming dOWn the line this year. sOme Of it We’ve tried, 
sOme Of it We can’t Wait tO try, but all Of it is WOrth 
yOur attentiOn. sO take a quick tOur, yOu’re sure tO 
find sOmething that suits yOur taste.

IMPERIAL 
GEAR

GEAR:

BOOTS
the right bOOt can make Or break a skier’s WhOle 
experience. With Walk/hike/bar mOdes back en vOgue, 
bOOt manufacturers are nOW fOcusing On lightWeight 
bOOts that can perfOrm at the highest level.

K2 expands on last year’s boot collection 
debut with its first women’s-specific freeride 
boot line, which includes the Minaret 100. 
This 100-flex, expert level women’s boot 
takes the technology K2 used in its men’s 
Pinnacle series, including the Synchro Inter-
lock cuff mechanism, and combines it with 
an anatomical fit for women. A great choice 
for ladies who get after it in the backcountry.

Lange, sometimes mistaken for a compa-
ny that manufactures only narrow-lasted 
boots, is building on the foundation laid by 
its XT boot line, developing the XC 120, 
which features a 102 mm last to cater to 
those with wider foot shapes. It features a 
120 flex, along with durable, grip material 
in the toes, arches, and heels to combat 
slippage on those tricky hikes. 
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READER...

20% 2%

A New Generation of  
Consumer Buying Habits

72% 57%
Ski Shop online RetaileR USed GeaR (Ski Swap, 

eBay, CRaiGSliSt, etC)
BiG Box RetaileR

WhErE do you PurchAsE your ski GEAr?*

hoW oftEn do you PurchAsE:

JAn

9%
MAy 

8%
sEP 

21%
MAr 

9%
JuL 

8%
noV 

33%
fEB 

5%
Jun 

7%
oct 

32%
APr 

11%
AuG 

12%
dEc 

21%

WhEn ArE you Most LikELy to PurchAsE 
your nEW/usEd ski GEAr?*

hArdGoods? softGoods?

MoRe than onCe peR yeaR: 29%
annUally: 37%

eveRy otheR yeaR: 23%
onCe eveRy thRee yeaRS: 8%

eveRy foUR yeaRS, oR MoRe: 3%MoRe than onCe peR yeaR: 16%

annUally: 29%
eveRy otheR yeaR: 30%
onCe eveRy thRee yeaRS: 19%
eveRy foUR yeaRS, oR MoRe: 6%

no, i SUppoRt My favoRite online RetaileR: 2%

no, i SUppoRt My loCal Ski Shop: 14%

i don’t CaRe, i jUSt want the BeSt deal: 28%

yeS, i woUld pURChaSe fRoM the ManUfaCtUReR: 56%

WouLd you PurchAsE ski GEAr dirEct froM thE MAnufActurEr?

it wasn’t long ago that skiers needed just a few key items to get 
on the hill. Skis, boots, poles and whatever layering they could 
easily get their hands on. But in today’s world of technology and 
fashion, consumers, and particularly our readers, have become 
hyper-informed on all things gear-related. they crave the newest 

of everything. they talk about it, they advise others on it and they 
want to be involved whenever possible. we polled more than 
7,000 readers of freeskier.com to get an idea of the what, when, 
how and where of their gear addictions and buying habits. the 
following trends are what we found.

* rEsPondEnts hAd thE oPtion of choosinG ALL APPLicABLE AnsWErs.
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“Did you see that K2 ad?”

For people who deal in, or with, advertising, 
it’s not often that any one particular 
piece stands out so much as to evoke a 
conversation. K2 was one of the companies 
that pulled it off this year.

We can all appreciate good creative, 
because we know the effort that goes into 
creating it. Teams of people spend countless 
hours honing their message through words 
and images. Sometimes it’s a slow and 
steady process and other times it can be a 
simple stroke of genius. Either way, you get 
but a few seconds on the other end to make 
an impact on the viewer.

As a whole, the advertising creative 
submitted to Freeskier is top shelf. If 
not, we push back. We want to see 
advertisers create ads that will speak to the 
consumers they’re targeting. Otherwise, it’s 
a waste of money.

This year, we decided to ask the audience 
what they think. Our staff took a cross 
section of our favorite ads and surveyed the 
readers to see what resonated.

READER
RATED
ThE Freeskier AuDiEncE RAnks 
ThEiR FAvoRiTE PRinT ADs oF 2013

WE ASKED READERS:
Is thIs advertIsement 
effectIve?  
i.e. does it speak to you?

GoPRo

This GoPro advertisement, featuring athlete Tom Wallisch, is 
perhaps the most well-rounded ad we’ve showcased. It features 
a household-name athlete, demonstrates a fun, exciting way to 
use the product being advertised, and relates to the average 
consumer, as anyone can go out and get a good ol’ selfie with 
their GoPro.

5 - f#ck yeah! 64%
4 - I’m dIggIn’ It 21% 

3 - Pretty good 8% 
1 - “meh” 4% 

2 - could be better 3%

We asked folks to spend a moment 
analyzing each of our selections and 
assign a “stoke score” accordingly. The 
results yield four main takeaways as to 
what works well: athletes, perspective, 
honesty and humor. Six of the top-voted 
ads feature sponsored athletes utilizing the 
products or services being promoted. The 
common theme among them is compelling 
photography with unique perspectives—
something that captures your attention.

The ads ranking second and third use 
honesty and humor, respectively. Faction 
features the iconic freeskier, Candide 
Thovex, paired with an authentic vibe that 
speaks to the reason we all started skiing 
in the first place. And the K2 spread, well, 
they went there and if you’re going to go 
there, you need to go all the way. Because 
“pretty funny” doesn’t get remembered.

So go forth, advertisers, be unique, be 
compelling and make them laugh. Because 
the only way they’re going to remember 
you is if you get them talking.

5 PoInts — f#ck yeah!
4 PoInts — I’m dIggIn’ It
3 PoInts — Pretty good
2 PoInts — could be better
1 PoInt — “meh”

(7,065 points) 1,634 Votes#1
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S // TK
  P // TK

  L // TK

ROUTE: 
At 320 grams, the highly ventilated Route debuts as the lightest 
snow sports helmet in the world, while ensuring a proper fit with 
the Boa® 360 Wrap Fit System. It features seamless integration with 
goggles such as the new semi-frameless K2 PhotoAnctic and passes 
industry safety certifications for ski and bike. $150

ShREdiTOR 92: 
DImenSIonS: 124/92/118 SIzeS: 163, 170, 177, 184
The new Shreditor 92 is perfect for versatile skiers who shred 
the park, frontside groomers and backside powder. This 
maneuverable twin tip draws influence from K2’S freeride and 
freestyle categories, and features All-Terrain Rocker with tapered 
tips/tails for switch or regular skiing, and predictability in all 
conditions. $600
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WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM...

Déjà NEw  
Lessons To Be Learned
When asked what similarities he sees between snowboarding and freeskiing, 
Steward sums it up in one word: “Optimism—that ethereal blend of hope, hype 
and heart that leads new trails to be blazed, new cultures to self-create and new 
inspirations to roll through the thirsty gullies of the snow sports industry like water 
into the dry savanna.” 

The roots of both sports are firmly planted in passion, and the arc of progression 
finds freeskiing coming out of the heady start-up phase of its business life cycle 
with a multitude of brands and shops sprouting up. These retailers are driven by 
the desire to spread the stoke while at the same time making a living in the sport 
and lifestyle that defines their very being.

“There are vivid parallels between snowboarding in the ’90s and freeskiing 
today, considering how many new small brands there are,” says former pro skier 
and evo founder and CEO, Bryce Phillips. “Retailers really need to hone in on the 
small brands that have an especially compelling position within the market.”  

Phillips has grown his shop into a brand of its own with a strong understanding 
of the market—where it’s been in the past and what’s next. Industries generally 
follow a path dubbed the “business life cycle,” which progresses through four 
phases from “start-up” to “growth” and eventually to “maturity” and “decline.” 
While this is inevitable, members of the industry can help control longevity and 
keep it healthy for a long, vibrant time. Infusions of new ideas, new customers, 
new innovations, and new markets; along with avoiding the pitfalls of similar 
industries, all help keep industries in the growth phase longer and out of the 
downward spiral of maturity and decline.

“There were hundreds of snowboard hardgoods companies at SIA in the mid-
’90s. You could see it was a big party, but there was no differentiation,” says 
snowboard industry vet and Never Summer director of sales, Mike “Gags” 
Gagliardi. “Those brands had killer riders, great booths, but it was all smoke and 
mirrors. There were so many cookie cutter brands that came out at that point with 
a formula: start a brand, create an image, work with someone overseas and go 
from there. When Japan collapsed, they all had to find a home here [in the US], 
and then discounting became rampant.”

START-UP GROWTH MATURITY DECLINE DECLINESTART-UP GROWTH MATURITY

PICKING YOUR PARTNERS
HOw RETAIlERS CAN PICK THE RIGHT BRANDS 
As the industry grows and new brands pop up, retailers need to be sure they’re choosing the right partners and not going down in flames with fads. Follow these tips to see 
through the fog and find partners that will grow with you for the long haul.

5. THE TOTAl PACKAGE
Set your standards high and remember that 
not every brand is right for every shop. Pete 
Saari, co-founder of Mervin Manufacturing, 
sums it up, “For a retailer, the ideal situation 
is that product is delivered on time, and sells 
early and well at full margin. I would look for 
small manufacturers that have a bit of buzz 
and a complete package: quality product, 
proven delivery history, sellable pricing, 
a genuine brand story and some solid 
marketing support. With small manufacturers, 
a local component is also interesting—skis 
made in Utah are more likely to sell in Utah.”

4. TRY BEfORE YOU BUY
In a similar vein, always demo product 
before you commit to a brand, regardless 
of the hype. Learn about its R&D, where the 
product is made and what goes into it. The 
’90s were full of brands with amazing pros 
and marketing masterminds, but things aren’t 
always what they seem once you get the 
wrapping off. Product should always be at 
least as important as marketing, if not more—
especially in today’s age of hyper-educated 
consumers.

3. lOYAlTY IS A TwO-
wAY STREET
Be honest with brands from 
the get-go about your goals. 
Talk to other shops that they 
work with and see how loyal 
and responsive they are. Get 
to know their rep and ask 
other shops in their region how 
responsive they are. Before 
you seal the deal, go on a few 
dates, get to know the people 
behind the brand. At the end 
of the day, you buy product 
from people not brands, and it’s 
a hell of a lot more fun doing 
business with friends.

2. PRODUCTION 
DEDUCTIONS
Ask your sales rep and the 
brand manager what their 
production strategy is. Do 
they build solely to pre-books? 
If not, how much over do 
they go? The brands that are 
leaving demand on the table 
each season have the best 
odds of sticking around. The 
ones that are overproducing, 
no matter how hot they are 
right now, will wind up 
leaving you in the situation 
discussed in #1.

1. AvOID PRODUCT 
DISCOUNTERS
First and foremost, go online 
and check out any new 
brand you’re considering. 
Are they discounting? Are 
they dumping on Amazon? 
Steer clear. You don’t want 
to build a relationship while 
wondering who else they’ve 
been with and how dirty 
things are going to get at the 
end of the season.

The collapse was simply 
the natural effect of boom 
and bust that comes when 
supply for the product 
and culture are excessive.  
As freeskiing marches down the road of its growth phase, it is doomed to repeat some of the 
same mistakes every industry does, but the smart players will chart their own ways around these 
land mines by parlaying what has helped put snowboarding back on the right track several times: 
an infusion of new technologies, connecting with new customers and being sure not to flood the 
market with excess product. 
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skiingsnowBoarding
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K2

Having been in business for over five decades, K2 could have 
easily lost touch with the modern skier. However, through tireless 
innovation and a fun-loving company culture, the brand remains 
at the forefront of the industry. Its latest endeavor, a new line of 
ski boots, has been quite well received for a number of reasons.   

Almost all ski boots were born from a race-boot mold and 
mentality, and despite monumental changes in ski design and 
skier technique, most ski boots look fairly similar to their 20-year-
old ancestors. The designers at K2 thought it was time to switch 
things up a little.

“The whole purpose of the [traditional] boot was to pressure 
the tips and tails for edge grip,” says Mike Gutt, K2’s global 
marketing manager. “As skis have evolved, we’re skiing a more 
upright stance, and rather than driving the tips or the tail, we’re 
engaging the whole edge and the surface area of the ski.”

And while race-inspired boots are designed for optimum 
performance on perfectly groomed, hard snow, today’s skier seeks 
different types of terrain and features, most of which aren’t smooth. 

It’s what K2 calls E3 (Energy Efficiency Engineering) Philosophy. 
Whereas traditional riveted boots connect the upper cuff and the 
lower shell with a fixed, hard metal contact point, K2’s new boots 
connect the two pieces by interlocking TPU materials that stretch 
cooperatively to promote fluid, natural flex. It’s a dynamic power 
transfer made for skiing any conditions, not just the racecourse. A 
Y-shaped spine design on the back of the boot adds strength and 
power to the interlocked area.
For 2014-15, every boot in the line features Intuition foam in the 
lower half of the liners (read: comfort and warmth), while the 
upper cuff’s collar and tongue offer the performance benefits of 
a traditional liner. 

The SpYne 130, part of the all-mountain collection, is K2 athlete 
Andy Mahre’s go to. “The SpYne technology offers better power 
transfer than riveted boots, which is a key element in making precise 
maneuvers,” says Mahre. “I also like the fact that everything is 
removable, so it’s very easy to custom fit or replace parts.”

Mahre has also spent time in the Pinnacle 130 boot, K2’s 
flagship freeride boot with uphill capabilities. “They ski very 

BuildinG Boots for 
thE ModErn skiEr 

similar to the SpYne but have 
a walk mode and tech fittings 
in the toe, making them a 
more versatile boot.”

“A lot of [alpine touring] 
boots out there are basically 
an alpine boot with a walk 
feature,” says Gutt. “They’ve 
taken out the rivets and 
exchanged them for a walking 
mechanism. We didn’t have 
existing molds, so we started 
from scratch.”

The main selling point on the 
Pinnacle is a mechanism on 
the rear portion of the boot 
called  “Synchro Interlock” 
which locks the shell in both 
the fore and aft direction to 
deliver 100 percent of the 
promised flex index when 
engaged or a wide range of 
motion when disengaged. 
The three-buckle design, along 
with a convenient Velcro-less 
top power buckle invented by 
guide and global director for 
K2’s adventure category Mike 
Hattrup, keep the boot’s weight 
down. Integrated tech fittings 
mean the boot can drive a 
modern DIN-alpine binding or 
a tech binding system. 

“The boots are selling really 
well,” says Gutt. “It’s still early, 
but the momentum is huge.” 
And if there’s one thing K2 
knows, it’s how to keep the 
momentum going.  

PinnAclE 130:
FlEx: 130 lAST: 97MM(lV) AND 100MM
The Pinnacle 130 returns to the men’s Freeride collection, featuring 
the same award-winning design, but with the addition of a wider, 
more durable third buckle. The Pinnacle 130 utilizes Integrated tech 
fittings and Syncro Interlock walk-mode and INTUITION® liners 
with Tour Flex Notches to provide comfortable uphill capabilities 
without compromising downhill performance. $850
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Custom Advertorial Design Sample from 2015 Trend Book.

RATES

BRAND DIRECTORY 
ADVERTISING
The FREESKIER TREND BOOK features a custom advertorial section 
comprised of two-page advertorial spreads, highlighting the product 
stories that you want shared with the industry. The right-hand 
page showcases up to three new products, and the opposing page a 
story about your company, written by the editors of the FREESKIER. 

(Note: companies must be invited to participate in this advertorial section)     

STANDARD 
ADVERTISTING
The FREESKIER TREND BOOK offers full-page and spread ads. No 
partial ads accepted.    

 
 
 

   SINGLE PAGE:
TWO-PAGE SPREAD:

SPACE CLOSE DATE:
DECEMBER 15, 2014COVER:

SAFETY:
9.5” x 11.5”
19.5: x 11.5”

MATERIALS DUE DATE:
JANUARY 5, 2015
BODY STOCK:
80 LB, #3
BLEED:
10.5” x 12.5”
20.5” x 12.5”

RELEASE DATE:
JANUARY 29, 2015
COVER STOCK:
146 LB, #3 MATTE
TRIM SIZE:
10” x 12”
20” x 12”

CIRCULATION
The FREESKIER TREND BOOK promotes your brand and products to snow 
sports manufacturers and retailers - the most valuable segment of the 
trade industry. Copies are distributed via publication bins at the SIA 
Snow Show, and hand-delivered to all exhibitor booths. Additional 
copies are mailed to industry VIPs at the conclusion of the show. A 
digital edition of the TREND BOOK is released digitally in early spring, 
garnering up to 20,000 additional views.

NUTS & BOLTS

INSIDE FRONT COVER SPREAD    $9,500
INSIDE BACK COVER SPREAD    $8,500
BACK COVER     $8,000
TWO PAGE BRAND DIRECTORY ADVERTORIAL  $7,500
TWO PAGE SPREAD AD    $7,000
ONE PAGE AD     $4,500

TOTAL PRINT COPIES    10,000
   SIA SNOW SHOW TRADESHOW     7,000
   INDUSTRY/VIP SUBSCRIBERS      2,000
   PROMOTIONAL       1,000
TOTAL DIGITAL COPIES    20,000
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION    30,000
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